
Trick Me 2241 

Chapter 2241 couldn’t be in love, right? 

 

Yan Yuhan first nodded and then asked, “what’s the matter? “ 

“En. ” Yan Yusheng blushed and said with some embarrassment “originally, on the second day after 

mom and dad came back, brother Che Er said that he would pay a visit, but Godfather and Godmother 

came that day. Then you disappeared for a few days… … So, if you’re free these few days, I’ll talk to him 

and discuss when you’ll come to our house for a meal?” 

It had been decided early in the morning, but who knew that there would be so many changes later on, 

so he pushed it back again and again. 

Hearing this, Yan Yuhan remembered that Quan Che had not officially come to the house for dinner… … 

Although young couples nowadays were very free to fall in love, since it was Quan Che who suggested it, 

it was naturally best to meet his parents. 

Otherwise, it would not be easy for his parents. 

After thinking about it, Yan Yuhan said to Yan Yusheng apologetically, “it was brother who delayed you. 

“ 

“What? ! ” Yan Yusheng’s face turned even redder, “It’s already the best that you can come back safely. 

Now, I just hope that our family can be safe and always be together. “ 

Hearing her childish words, Yan Yuhan smiled. Just as he was about to say something, his phone 

suddenly vibrated. 

It happened to be right beside his hand, so he took the opportunity to take a look. 

It was a text message from an unknown number — 

[ are you feeling better? ] 

It was a simple few words, and there was no signature. 

But even so, Yan Yuhan instantly knew who the person who sent this text message was. 

There was obviously a hint of a smile in his deep eyes. 

It was an Zijin. 

The only person in the world who knew that he was injured and did not save his number was her. 

Before Yan Yuhan left, apart from the cash, he also left his cell phone number. 

He thought that perhaps… … He should have left it behind … 

And the text message he received now told him that it was the right thing to do. 



Yan Yusheng was wholeheartedly waiting for her brother to express his stance. In the end, she saw him 

looking at the cell phone screen and smiling… … 

Yan Yusheng was suddenly a little dumbfounded. 

Why did this brother in front of her feel a little unfamiliar? 

And why did it feel so familiar when he was holding his cell phone and smiling foolishly? 

HMM, it seemed like this was the state she was in every time she contacted brother Che Er? 

A flash of inspiration flashed through her mind. Yan Yusheng felt as if she knew something… … 

She looked at her brother in disbelief. Yan Yusheng felt that it was very surreal. 

Could it be that during the few days when her brother disappeared, something had happened that she 

did not know about? 

“brother, what… are you looking at? ” After hesitating for a moment, Yan Yusheng still asked tentatively 

… 

Yan Yuhan quickly replied to the message. However, he looked at Yan Yusheng with a smile in his eyes. 

“When will you bring brother Quan over for dinner? “ 

He completely ignored her question and turned to ask an irrelevant question. 

Yan Yusheng’s train of thought was interrupted for a moment, and then she answered in a daze, 

“probably… the day after tomorrow? “ 

“Okay. Let’s do it together. ” Yan Yuhan rubbed her head again, and his smile was unusually gentle. 

This scared Yan Yusheng, and she quickly asked him, “what do you mean together? Let’s have dinner 

together? “ 

“You’ll know the day after tomorrow. “ 

“Then what were you looking at just now? ” Yan Yusheng still felt that her brother was hiding something 

from her… … 

“My phone, ” Yan Yuhan answered. 

Yan Yusheng,”…” 

Long after coming out of her brother’s room, Yan Yusheng was still wondering: Big Brother… … could he 

be in love too ? ? 

Could it be that Yuan Bao was really right? 

 


